RIGHT NOW WILDLIFE IS IT’S TIME TO ACT FOR WILDLIFE

**MADAGASCAR MARKETPLACE**
Get into the Marketplace for souvenirs, gifts from Madagascar and everything PLAY!

**MAP**
Free

**FREE**

**GIFT SHOP**
Situated at the main entrance, our Gift Shop is a treasure trove of all things wildlife. From cuddly toys to artwork and everything in between, you’ll find it here!

**ELEPHANT BAZAAR**
Specialising in fair trade gifts from Asia, this is the perfect shopping experience for elephant lovers.

**LEATHER ENGRAVING**
Create your very own personalised leather accessory at our engraving stall located by the Lazy River boat trip.

**CORAL SANDS**
Get equipped for your Islands expedition at our coral sands stall. Pick up your trip essentials, and sweets and drinks on the way into the zoo.

**Get equipped for your Islands expedition at our coral sands stall. Pick up your trip essentials, and sweets and drinks on the way into the zoo.**

**THE OAKFIELD**
Set in a stunning property at the heart of the zoo, this is a truly unique contemporary British pub.

**SHOP**

Turn your visit into an outrageously fun experience with a trip to the Gift Shop, your chance to feel good while you indulge.

**ANIMALS**

At Chester Zoo, we’ve made every effort to ensure that you get the most out of your visit. From conservation work with interactive touch tables, amazing props and animal artefacts, to our daily talks and activities. If you have any additional requirements or questions just chat to the ranger at the talk or activity.

**SHARING**

Don’t throw away your plastic bottles and food waste; we’re using it to generate clean and renewable energy! Join our Zoo Rangers to discover even more about our incredible wildlife and plants at the zoo and the amazing conservation work we do. We need your help, just turn up!

**Lunch & a talk at our KOSSOS studio, where you can see a variety of raptors and owls.**

**ZOO PARTY ANIMALS**
Make memories that will last a lifetime by organising your child’s birthday party at Chester Zoo!

**MEMBERSHIP & ADOPTIONS**
You can support us and our animals by becoming a member or adopting an animal. Every penny you spend on animal food, enrichment or medical care will be used to support us as we continue our vital work.

**IF YOU TAKE OUT MEMBERSHIP TODAY WE’LL REFUND THE COST OF YOUR ADMISSION TICKET.**

**SHOULD SOMETHING GO TERRIBLY WRONG...**

Open every day from 10am (except Christmas Day & Boxing Day)

**LOCATION**
Upton-by-Chester CH2 1LH

**TICKETS**
Open every day from 10am

**RESERVATION**
Pop in and see us in the Membership and Adoptions Office at the Main Entrance.

**EVENTS**
This week’s event is a fire engine parade. Find out more at www.chesterzoo.org/events.

**ADMISSIONS**

For childhood memories made with lasting appeal, check out our Events Calendar.

**MEMBERSHIP**

Get involved in our conservation work with interactive touch tables, amazing props and animal artefacts.

**MEMBERSHIP X ANIMALS X ANIMALS X!!**

Contact us on 01244 650 209 or email us on events@chesterzoo.org

BECOME PART OF OUR FAMILY

**SEE THEM, SAVE THEM.**

There are over 21,000 animals at Chester Zoo. All roaring, flying, jumping, munching, snoozing and playing happily in 125 ACRES of fabulous gardens.

Even more importantly, by helping our animals, you’re helping the world EXIST and ENDBRIDGE in the world. You don’t have to look at our Animal ID SIGNS to know how important you are. We’re working around the world to protect animals, plants and habitats from EXTINCTION. And anything you buy at this zoo helps us bring the vital work to you.

**THANK YOU!!**